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From the Editor     
 m a d e ly n  va n  d e r  H o o g t

I love Cook’s magazine. I love it for many reasons, but one of the things I love about 
Cook’s is a tidbit I heard somewhere (which could be wrong, as are so many 
things I’ve heard somewhere). I do know that Cook’s does a lot of tests and  

surveys. What I heard is that over and over again, surveys show that Cook’s readers 
want chicken recipes. I feel like this information puts me “in the know,” and so every 
time I open my Cook’s, I say, “Aha! Another chicken recipe!” I don’t do much with 
chicken, but I like knowing that I have a collection of the best recipes in case I need 
one. A lot of the best recipes.

I also know that these are the “best” recipes because they have been tested.  
I picture a giant kitchen at Cook’s with many stations, kind of like my home  
economics kitchen in junior high (do they still have those?) only bigger with lots 
more stations and everything in stainless steel. TV-type chefs with aprons work 
away, and a board of tasters sits at the ready. 

I’m thinking that’s how you might think of us at Handwoven. You might picture a 
huge room equipped with many weaving stations, each with its own warping and 
bobbin-winding equipment, sink and washing machine, dye table, dryer. An  
evaluation team travels from station to station, recommending a closer sett, longer 
time in the washer, more pressing, different color orders.

Maybe you don’t want to know how close to reality 
this vision isn’t, but I think you should know that we 
would love to have time for testing. I always want to 
“test” everything that we show in Handwoven, and I 
was especially attracted to the paper yarn in the 
waffle-weave hot pads in the January/February 
2010 issue. With my paper yarn, I am weaving a 
doubleweave box. I planned to feature it in this  
issue, but I’m not there yet. We should have  
included a few process photos with that article 
showing what it’s like to warp and weave with paper yarn. That’s my warp in the photo 
on this page. It’s in two chains because the first half sprang off the warping board all by 
itself. As a weaver, I am often reminded of the phrase: “famous last words.” “You don’t 
have to make more than one choke tie in the warp,” were just the first famous last words 
of mine connected with this project. You will see my box after a bit more testing.
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A cAll To guIlds—choosE A Handwoven roVIng rEporTEr!
Send the contact information for your enthusiastic Handwoven Roving Reporter 
to Pattie Graver (pgraver@interweave.com); see more on page 9.
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